
Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum 
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged 
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally 
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to 
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com 

Printmaking at the centre of nearly everything 3 
Most of the early work they did with lino cutting was incomplete and done with the same-sized cutter. I was 
surprised how long many of the children continued in this fashion. To encourage the children to move 
forward I drew attention to Thomas who had used several different cutters and filled in the areas 
satisfactorily. In our regular end-of-the-day discussions of work, there was attention to balance in pictures. 
The children were soon pointing out the effectiveness of well-filled blocks and pictures. My hope now is that 
the children who knew where to place a line or shape when decorating a pot, will soon demonstrate a 
similar sense of rightness in the new medium. Some of the younger children kept on using one cutter. 
Actually, this turned out all right. [From the Attack! Teacher Diary series] 

From Attack! 18 the children were now ready to move on to registering their overprints. 

After inking their lino with the second contrasting colour the children: 

• Chose one of their first prints (possibly the one they liked least) and put it face-up on a clean sheet 
of newspaper 

• Held the block face-down above the print. Held with their fingertips and gently lowered it directly on 
to the print. They were careful not to allow it to shift. Pressed firmly. Rolled with a brayer 

• Overprinted all their previous prints, choosing colours they thought would look good. Remembered 
to dry their lino each time they washed it 

• When they had completed all their overprints, they printed one extra on a clean sheet of paper for 
initial use in adding third colour. 

After adding the third colour: 

• Repeated this whole process for their third colour. Remove textured areas (by scooping  them out), 
or added small cuts to the original ones 

• Removed all those parts they wanted to keep as they were, for example, the textured areas (as 
mentioned), or perhaps the area around their creature or feature 

• Inked their block and registered and overprinted as above 
• As required, removed all areas except lines – registered and overprinted with black or dark blue 
• Pegged their prints to dry 
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• When their prints were dry, numbered them, signed, and added a date (they were artists you see) 
• Used the prints in interesting ways including in their stories and poems, for home display, and gifts 

to family and friends. 
 
All children take pride in being trusted to complete a complex physical, cognitive, and aesthetic activity, and 

enjoy sharing the outcomes of their endeavours and responding positively to those of others. 

Thanks to the children and schools whose lino prints have been used in this presentation.  

[Thanks to Chris Graham former art adviser who provided the graphics and most of the text.] 


